OFFICERS CLUB NOMINATES FOR UNIT SPONSORS
Mano Tule and Helen Sutton Will Run for Honorary Colonel Position.
UNITS TO VOTE OCT. 25
Supreme Installation Ceremony Will Be Held in Assembly November 3.

BEGIN WORK ON ANNUAL PHOTOS
Caswell Warns Against "Political Dictatorship"
Verbal Photographs Open Studio on Top Floor of Tissue
Political Science Professor Gives Views on Present Government.
E. Martin Wade

HOME EC GROUP MEETS TONIGHT
Representative of Detroit Firm Will Address First Session of Club.

POULTRY MEN TO GIVE SPEECH
C. C. Carr and J. A. Harman Will Be Chief Speakers at Banquet in Union.

PARTIES LISTED FOR FALL TERM
Release Schedule of Fall Parties for Freshman and Sophomore.

OVER TWO HUNDRED FIFTY GRANTED UNLIMITED CUTS
Fall Term Honors Ball Needs Equal to That of a Year Ago

ANNUAL DOG SHOW OPENS NEXT WEEK
Rin To Ti's Sal to Be Feature of Exhibition in Demonstration Hall

ELEVEN OFFICERS START INITIATION
Sandy's Occupies Old State Bank Location
149 Grad Students are Enrolled in College
Seven Arts Club Plans Another Active Year

VERDUN POSTER for the Club's High Tea Program and Plans will Be Presented by Organizers.

RICHARDS ELECTED TO NATIONAL MUSIC GUILD

A strategic point in the battle for sales

Today's intense competition calls for new and more effective merchandising methods. Several plans pioneered by Bell System men are proving highly effective.

For example, the "Where to Buy It" section of the telephone book. Here, local dealers are listed beneath the trade-marks of advertised products—such as Remington, Greyhound Lines, Exide, RCA Victor. This service helps manufacturers to reduce substitution, helps dealers to increase sales, helps you to locate the brands you want.
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New Stationery Items

Note Paper, Envelopes, Correspondence Guides

14¢ and 1¢ Packages
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27% Less Than The Usual Price!
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Listed by RCA A

AND TELECASTING
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TRENCH COATS

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
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Trench Coats
On Thursday, October 20, there were three parties scheduled for this week: Many Students Will Attend Game at Marquette, 1.

The Faculty Club Has Meeting.

The W.A.A. Plans Two Activities For Weekend.

The Esquire Make relations club to hold.

The Sphinx Fall Term Party.

The Esquire Make relations club to hold.

Mums Are Here.

Specials on Table Bouquets & Corsages.

Try a “Siz-L-Hot” Steak.

I’d take this one anywhere!

Chesterfield the cigarette that’s Milder.

To Bob Woodruff and his Orchestra
PROGRAM FOR BIG DADS' DAY IS ANNOUNCED

Registration of Parents Will Be Held at 8:30 Saturday, November 4.

TO VISIT CLASSES

Students, Faculty, and Students Invitations to Both and Mothers.

S. W. L. TO MEET

Tuesday, Oct. 24

Home Economics Instructor Will Talk, Organic Seven Group.

FORESTERS CUT LOGS FOR CABIN

Twenty-five Members of Forest Club Work on Project Near Bath.

Giant White Oak Reveals Interesting Past History

Decayed Tree Taught Development of Faculty for Over 300 Years.

COLLEGE BULLETIN

Registration of Parents Will Be Held Saturday, November 4.

The Michigan State College Women's Union Chapter elected the following officers for the 1936-1937 school year:

President: Mabel Clark
Vice-President: Charlotte H. Smith
Secretary: Ruby Cole
Treasurer: Pauline L. Johnson

Names FAulty Committee on Women's Posts

The following faculty members have been appointed to the committee on women's posts:

Dr. R. W. Johnson
Dr. L. E. Thompson
Dr. H. R. Davis

SANDY'S GRILL

Meal Tickets $1.75 for $1.00

Chicken Dinner every Sunday -- - $0.50

Nite orders delivered --- Phone 8577

Reac'h for a Lucky

FOR ALWAYS LUCKIES

Please

Choice tobacco

rolled right—no loose ends

Always the finest tobaccos

Always the finest workmanship

Always Luckies please!
SPARTANS JOURNEY TO MARQUETTE

STATESMEN COME FROM BEHIND TO DEFEAT ILLINOIS WESLEYAN BY ONE TOUCHDOWN, 20 TO 12

By DOUG GRAHAM

Pigskin Corner

Football Personalities

Hermans, Beta Kappa Mu and Ertzmann Are First Winners

The Sportcaster

A Dope Chart on Michigan State's Opponents

RUN CANCELLED AT MARQUETTE

All College Meet is to Be Held Here Saturday Instead

SIX MORE FRAT PIN TEAMS

Start Season at Rainbow

SPARTANS DEFEAT BUTLER HARRIERS

Story of Butler Win, Followed by Michigan and Ohio

Wesleyan Game SideLights

HERMIANS BEAT A.G. R.'S 12-0

Duke of Cork

with the weather-control sale

OUT NOW

and

Gentlemen

it leaves the Ladies flat!

STUDENTS!

Keep Wolverine Picture Appointments

M.S.C. is the only school of its size that furnishes this service free!

Take Advantage of this Opportunity

Versluis Studio

"OFFICIAL WOLVERINE PHOTOGRAPHER"

50 Strand Arcade

Phone 32-265

Barratt's Shoe Repairing

SHOES DYED ANY COLOR SHINES - LACES - POLISH

AT THE BETTER MEN'S STORES AND NEWSSTANDS
Frosh Gridders Defeat Detroit Yearlings 13 to 6

STEVE SEBO DASHES FOR TWO TOUCHDOWNS TO BEAT TITANS: FROSH TAKE TO AERIAL GAME

Bob Gardner Stars As Delphic First Is Winner

Bob Rosa, Frosh Net Star, May Rank With Weitz, Norris

DORM ELEVENS LED BY A'S, E'S

OUOIT TOSSERS SPRING UPSETS

Perry and Gary Deschyn

Their Opponents in First Round

OUOIT TOSSERS SPRING UPSETS

STATE'S STAR PETER MAN TO MATT KEEGER

STATE'S SPORT SUMMARY

NATIONAL SPORT SUMMARY

By Tom Girten

NEW YORK CITY—Discoveries in the sport of horse racing are hard to come by. They often are due to the temperament of the horses, which is unpredictable. The betting is based on a combination of factors: the horse, the jockey, the trainer, the weather, the track conditions, and the public confidence. It is a sport that requires a lot of research and analysis to make informed decisions. The biggest challenge is the unpredictability of the horse's performance, which can change from race to race. Therefore, it is important to stay up-to-date with the latest news and developments in the sport to make strategic decisions. The betting strategies are unique for each race and depend on the specific circumstances. It is a sport that requires a strong understanding of the horse's behavior and performance. The biggest risk is being caught off guard by unexpected changes in the horse's performance. Therefore, it is important to stay vigilant and adapt the betting strategies accordingly. It is a sport that requires a lot of attention and dedication to achieve success. The biggest reward is the adrenaline rush of watching the horse galloping across the finish line, winning the race and making the bet pay off. It is a sport that brings a lot of excitement and satisfaction to those who participate in it. The biggest lesson is to always be prepared for the unexpected and to adapt to the changing circumstances. It is a sport that requires a lot of discipline and patience. The biggest challenge is the stress of losing a race and the financial consequences of it. Therefore, it is important to manage the losses and keep a positive attitude. It is a sport that requires a strong mind and spirit to succeed. The biggest reward is the joy of winning the race and the satisfaction of making a profit from the bet. It is a sport that brings a lot of happiness and satisfaction to those who participate in it.